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A compendium of rap lyrics paired with academic translations which precisely explain all the

confusing terms and lyrics in a language even the most unhip person can understand. It features hip

hop artists of all names, colours and creeds and organises the lyrics into categories including cars,

money, fashion and crime.
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William Buckholz is a freelance writer living in Seattle.

Gave this to a music producer/DJ friend for her birthday. She is beyond cool and loved it. I know

nothing about music and had fun sounding like a fool while I read the lyrics and interpretations

aloud. My friend will use this to educate her conservative Texan mother on the rap lyrics she always

asks about.We actually used this as a birthday card, and circled, highlighted and drew pictures on

the pages that reminded us of our friend. "I love you like a fat kid loves cake," I believe, was the big

hit.

My college swim coach used to read us a couple of excerpts from the book while we were treading

water. It was a great way to keep our minds off the fact that we had to tread water for about 10-15

min. It is really funny and I definitely recommend it if you need something that will get a good laugh

out of people.



since I only had 5$ of  bucks, I got this, used. It probably wasn't the best idea but the book is in

pretty damn good condition. Also, it's hilarious! Making fun of rappers that use autotune and other

slang, and then dissecting it is funny af.

FAST SHIPPING GREAT PRICE THANKS!!!

I received this book as a gift! It was stolen so I repurchased the book for myself!

Perfect! I love it! Just what I wanted! Arrived on time & exactly as described.

beware! some of the content is very intense! lol. it is very funny book though..... idk about giving it to

your grandmother though! lol.

This was a gift & the person loves it!
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